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1. Using range 

This specification describes the technical requirements, measurement methods, 

transportation, storage, and precautions of the lithium batteries manufactured by China 
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Jinan SPH Photoelectric Energy Technology Co., Ltd.. 

 

2.  Product overview 

This product is a lithium iron battery pack, the battery pack is composed of 4 100Ah 

cells by series and parallel combination. The battery pack adopts scientific internal 

structure design, advanced battery production technology, has the characteristics of high 

specific energy, long life, safety and reliability, wide temperature range and so on, is 

a green energy storage power supply product. 

 

3.  Technical specifications of products 

 

batteries 

specifications Lithium iron-100AH 

capacity 100Ah 

Nominal voltage 3.2V 

Nominal resistance ≤1.2mΩ 

combination String of 1 and 4 

With standard set 

 

 

tolerance≤1% 

Single section internal 

resistance is very poor≤1m

Ω 

Single node voltage 

difference≤5mV 

Charge retention capacity≥

90% 

The finished product 

parameters 

Nominal voltage（V） 12.8 

Nominal capacity（Ah) 100 

The minimum capacity（Ah) 100 

Charging cut-off voltage

（V） 
13.6 

Discharge cut-off voltage

（V） 
10 

USB output voltage（V） There is no 

USB maximum output current

（A） 
There is no 
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 Maximum continuous 

discharge current（A） 
250 

display There is no 

Standard charging 

current（A） 
20 

Charging Suitable 

Temperature 
0℃～45℃ 

Discharge suitable 

temperature 
－20℃～45℃ 

The battery size 330*273*217mm 

Storage temperature 

range  
-40℃～55℃ 

Storage of ambient 

humidity（RH） 
5%～95% 

Management system 

Single overvoltage 

protection value 
3.7V 

Overpressure release 

value 
3.6V 

Single undervoltage 

protection value 
2.45V 

Undervoltage release 

value 
2.7V 

Overcurrent protection 

value 
400A 

Accessories hardware Bluetooth 

 

 

4.  Test conditions, methods and performance 

4.1 Test conditions 

All tests are performed at temperatures ranging from 15℃ to 35℃, humidity ranging from 25% to 

85%, and atmospheric pressure ranging from 86kPa to 106kPa, unless otherwise specified. 

4.2 Measuring Instruments 

2 dc voltmeter for measuring voltage precision is not lower than 0.5 on the Richter scale, Ω 

voltmeter internal resistance not less than 1 k/V; 

4.2.2 The accuracy of DC meter used for measuring current shall not be lower than 0.5 level; 

4.2.3 The thermometer used for measuring temperature shall have an appropriate measuring range, 

and its indexing value shall not be greater than 1℃; 
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4.2.4 The timer used to measure the time shall be on time, minute and second, and shall have the 

accuracy of ±1% at least. 

4.3 Standard Charging 

Use DC regulated power supply (switching power supply) to charge at 13.6V and 0.25C (A) constant 

current until the current drops to 0.1A. 

4.4 Standard discharge 

After charging according to method (4.3), use the electronic load to continuously discharge the 

charge at 0.5C (A) current until the total voltage is less than 10V. 

4.5 Battery Capacity 

Discharge according to method (3.4), record the discharge time (h), capacity (Ah)= current (A) * 

discharge time (h). 

4.6 electrical 

Test project The test method 
The technical 

requirements 

The normal 

temperature 

performance 

After the battery pack is charged according to 

the standard stipulated in 4.3, the battery 

pack is stored at 20℃±5℃ for 2h at normal 

temperature, and then discharged according to 

the standard stipulated in 4.4 at temperature 

1.Discharge 

time >240min; 

2.No fire, no 

explosion 

The high 

temperature 

performance 

After the battery pack is charged according to 

the standard stipulated in 4.3, the battery 

pack is kept at the high temperature of 55℃

±2℃ for 2h, and then discharged according to 

the standard stipulated in 4.4 at the 

temperature 

1.Discharge 

time >240min; 

2. No fire or 

explosion 

The low 

temperature 

performance 

After the battery pack is charged according to 

the standard stipulated in 4.3, the battery 

pack is placed in low temperature -20℃±2℃ 

for 2h, and then discharged according to the 

standard stipulated in 3.4 at the temperature 

1.Discharge 

time >150min; 

2. No fire or 

explosion 

Charged to keep 

After the battery pack is charged according to 

the standard stipulated in 4.3, the battery 

pack is stored at the room temperature of 20℃

±5℃ for 30d, and then discharged at the 

temperature stipulated in 4.4 

Charge retention 

rate ≥95% 

Rate discharge 

performance 

After the battery pack is charged according to 

the standard stipulated in 4.3, the battery 

pack is kept at room temperature for 10min, 

Discharge capacity

≥95% 
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then discharged at 1C current with cut-off 

voltage of 9.25V, and the discharge capacity 

is recorded 

Cycle life 

Under the condition of 20℃±5℃, the battery 

pack shall be charged according to the 

standard stipulated in 4.3, and put aside for 

5min. Then discharge to the termination 

condition according to the stipulation in 4.4, 

and the cycle shall follow. The battery 

capacity shall be tested every 25 cycles 

according to the standard charge and 

discharge. When the capacity is less than 80% 

of the rated capacity, the test shall be 

terminated 

≥6500 times 

 

 

  4.7 Environmental performance 

Test project The test conditions Test standard 

Constant 

temperature and 

constant heat 

experiment 

After the battery pack is charged according to 4.3, 

the ambient temperature is 40℃±2℃, the relative 

humidity is 90 ~ 95%, and the battery pack is put 

on open circuit for 48 hours. After the battery pack 

is restored to the temperature is 20℃±5℃, the 

relative humidity is 25%~85%, and the battery pack 

is discharged as 4.4 standard. 

The battery pack has no 

obvious deformation, 

rust, smoke or 

explosion; Discharge 

capacity greater than 

80% of the rated 

capacity. 

Temperature 

shock 

After the battery pack is charged according to 4.3, 

put it in the warm box on the open circuit 

1) Start from -40℃±2℃ and keep the temperature 

at low temperature for 120min; 

2) Then the temperature was raised to 75℃±2℃ at 

10℃/min; 

3) Keep high temperature at 75℃±2℃ for 120min; 

4) Reduce the temperature to -40℃±2℃ at 10℃/min 

Repeat for 4 times, and take out the battery pack 

at room temperature after four complete cycles. 

Then let the battery pack stand at 25℃ for 120min, 

so that the lithium battery pack reaches room 

temperature. 

No deformation, 

cracking and liquid 

leakage occurred in 

the lithium battery 

pack. Open circuit 

voltage and charge 

capacity meet the 

requirements of 

product 

specifications, and 

can still carry out 

normal charge and 

discharge. 

 

  4.8 Safety performance 

Test project The test conditions Test standard 
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Extrusion test 

After the battery pack is charged according to 4.3, 

it is placed between the two extrusion surfaces of 

the extrusion device, and the pressure is gradually 

increased to 13kN, and the holding time is 1min. 

The battery pack does 

not explode or catch 

fire 

Prick test 

According to provisions of 4.3 will be charged the 

battery pack, place the thermocouple in the battery 

pack, with Ф 5 stainless steel needle penetration 

at a speed of 20-40 mm/s a set of the center of the 

battery. 

The battery pack does 

not explode or catch 

fire 

Short circuit 

test 

After the battery pack is charged by 4.3, it shall 

be shelved for 1h at 20℃±5℃. The battery via 

external short circuit for 10 min, external line 

resistance < 10 m Ω. 

The battery pack does 

not leak, explode or 

catch fire 

Drop test 

After the battery pack is charged by 4.3, it will 

fall to the board from 1.5 meters high at 20℃±5℃ 

for 1h at 20℃±5℃. 

The battery pack does 

not leak, explode or 

catch fire 

The overcharge 

test 

Remove the protection plate, at the ambient 

temperature of 20℃±5℃, keep charging the lithium 

battery pack with the constant current constant 

voltage source which is charged to 16V by 1C(A), 

until A single battery voltage is 4.0V. 

The battery pack does 

not leak, explode or 

catch fire 

Discharge test 
Remove the guard plate and discharge the battery at 

0.5C(A) until the voltage reaches 0V at 20℃±5℃. 

The battery pack does 

not leak, explode or 

catch fire 

Hot box testing 

After charging the cell according to 4.3, place the 

cell in the constant temperature heating box, which 

heats the cell at a rate of 5±2℃ per minute. When 

the temperature of the incubator reaches 130±2℃, 

keep the cell at a constant temperature for 30 

minutes. 

The battery pack does 

not leak, explode or 

catch fire 
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5.   Product structure characteristics 

     The whole group of product appearance size diagram： 

     

 

 

6.  Storage, maintenance and transportation 

6.1storage 
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When the battery pack needs to be stored for a long time, please charge the battery pack to 

about 50% of the power (after discharging the power, please recharge the battery to the battery 

display screen to show 50%), and place it in a dry and ventilated place, and cycle once every three 

months. The battery pack should be stored in a clean, dry and ventilated place, should avoid contact 

with corrosive substances, away from fire and heat sources. 

6.2transport 

The battery pack should be packed and transported. During the transportation, severe 

vibration, impact or extrusion should be prevented, and sun and rain should be prevented. It 

can be transported by automobile, train, ship, plane and other means of transportation. 

6.3 maintenance 

6.3.1 When the battery pack is stored, it should be stored at 40% ~ 60% state of charge. 

6.3.2 When the battery pack is not in use for a long time, it is recommended to replenish the 

battery every three months or so. When the battery is replenish, charge it to the display screen 

to display 50% of the power each time. 

6.3.3 During the maintenance process, do not reload and unload the batteries in the battery 

pack by yourself, otherwise the performance of the battery will decline; 

6.3.4 Do not remove any battery in the battery pack without authorization, and do not dissect 

the battery. 

7. Notes for battery use 

7.1 Do not connect the positive and negative poles in reverse to prevent short circuit; 

7.2 Do not put the battery pack into water or soak it; 

7.3 It is strictly prohibited to charge the battery pack under fire or extreme heat conditions! 

Do not use or store battery packs near heat sources such as fire or heaters. 

7.4 Do not use nails or other sharp objects to Pierce the battery shell. Do not hammer or pedal 

the battery; 

7.5 It is strictly prohibited to decompose the battery pack and battery in any way; 

7.6 If the battery pack gives off odor, heat, deformation, discoloration or any other abnormal 

phenomenon, it should be removed from the electrical appliance or charger immediately and stop using 

it; 

7.7 If the electrolyte accidentally splashes into the eyes after battery leakage, do not wipe it. 

Rinse with water immediately. In serious cases, seek medical assistance in time. 

7.8 The ambient temperature will affect the discharge capacity. When the ambient temperature 

exceeds the standard environment (25℃±5℃), the discharge capacity will be slightly reduced. 

7.9 If there is any peculiar smell or abnormal sound in the charging process, please stop charging 

immediately; 
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7.10 During the discharge of the battery pack, if there is peculiar smell or abnormal sound, please 

stop the discharge immediately; 

7.11 If any of the above phenomena occurs, please contact the manufacturer and do not disassemble 

without permission. 

 


